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Squeak: Learn Programming with Robots (Technology in Action)Apress, 2005
The goal of this book is to explain elementary programming concepts such as loops, abstractions, composition, and conditionals to novices of all ages. It teaches the core programming concepts based on simple problems, involving the manipulation of robots or "turtles" as frequently seen in school learning environments. The ideal reader...
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UX Fundamentals for Non-UX Professionals: User Experience Principles for Managers, Writers, Designers, and DevelopersApress, 2018

	
		
			What can a WWII-era tank teach us about design? What does a small, blue flower tell us about audiences? What do drunk, French marathon-runners show us about software? In 40+ chapters and stories, you will learn the ways in which UX has influenced history and vice versa, and how it continues to change our daily lives. ...
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Scientific Computing with MATLAB and Octave (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2006

	This textbook is an introduction to Scientific Computing, in which several numerical methods for the computer solution of certain classes of mathematical problems are illustrated. The authors show how to compute the zeros or the integrals of continuous functions, solve linear systems, approximate functions by polynomials and construct...
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The Digital Photography BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Scott Kelby, the man who changed the "digital darkroom" forever with his groundbreaking, #1 bestselling, award-winning book The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers, now tackles the most important side of digital photography--how to take pro-quality shots using the same tricks today's top digital pros...
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Frying: Improving quality (Woodhead Publishing Series in Food Science, Technology and Nutrition)Woodhead Publishing, 2001

	
		Pan-frying and deep-frying have been very popular and ancient methods of food
	
		preparations for more than 4000 years. Pre-fried and fried food products like
	
		potato crisps, fish fingers or French fries have become a main component of our
	
		diet. It is estimated that the total usage of frying fats and oils in restaurants,...
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California For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2007
With two of the nation’s largest megalopolises — Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay area—California has the largest, wealthiest, and most urbanized population of any state in the nation. Yet it’s also an agricultural wonderland, a nature-lovers paradise, a wine-lover’s dream, an outdoor enthusiast’s ideal...
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Automated Deduction in Geometry: Second International Workshop, ADG'98, BeijingSpringer, 1999


	The Second International Workshop on Automated Deduction in Geometry

	(ADG ’98) was held in Beijing, China, August 1–3, 1998. An increase of interest

	in ADG ’98 over the previous workshop ADG ’96 is represented by the notable

	number of more than 40 participants from ten countries and the strong technical...
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Handbook of Thermoset Plastics, Third Edition (PDL Handbook)William Andrew Publishing, 2013

	Thermosetting plastics are a distinct category of plastics whose high performance, durability and reliability at high temperatures makes them suitable for specialty applications ranging from automotive and aerospace through to electronic packaging and consumer products (your melamine kitchen worktop is a thermoset resin!). Recent developments...
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C#.net Web Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2001
This volume teaches Web developers to build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to build services and applications available across the Internet. 

       The focus of The C#.NET Web Developer’s Guide is on providing you with code examples that will help you leverage the...
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Professional Joomla! (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
As a major force in the world of affordable, advanced web site deployment, Joomla! has become the most important noncommercial Content Management System (CMS) in the world. The number of Joomla! downloads and add-ons continues to grow at lightning pace, spurring the need for a resource that explores the diverse needs of professional Joomla!...
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Intelligent Mobile Projects with TensorFlow: Build 10+ Artificial Intelligence apps using TensorFlow Mobile and Lite for iOS, Android, and Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create Deep Learning and Reinforcement Learning apps for multiple platforms with TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Build TensorFlow-powered AI applications for mobile and embedded devices
	
			Learn modern AI topics such as computer vision, NLP, and deep reinforcement learning

...
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Mastering Oracle Scheduler in Oracle 11g DatabasesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Scheduler (DBMS_SCHEDULER) is included in Oracle Database and is a tool for the automation, management, and control of jobs. It enables users to schedule jobs running inside the database such as PL/SQL procedures or PL/SQL blocks, as well as jobs running outside the database like shell scripts. Scheduler ensures that jobs are run on time,...
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